Kinetic Complexity of the Global Response to Glucocorticoid Receptor Action
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We have characterized the kinetic response of gene targets throughout the murine genome to transcriptional modulation by the glucocorticoid receptor (GR). In contrast to a model in which multiple genes are either repressed or activated during the GR response, the vast majority of responsive genes are subject to complex regulation profiles, frequently with alternate activation and repression phases. We also observe that GR binding at response elements does not always correlate with the target gene response profile. Thus, the cellular response to GR stimulation involves a highly orchestrated series of regulatory actions and not simply a binary response to hormone. (Endocrinology 150: 1766–1774, 2009)

The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) influences a large variety of important physiological processes, including rapid stress responses, tissue differentiation during organism development, programming of neuroendocrine function in adult animals, diurnal metabolic actions, and a number of other endocrine functions. Understanding the molecular basis of GR action on gene expression is derived almost exclusively from a limited set of model systems. Current paradigms developed from these models suggest that GR action is mediated by the selective activation or repression of key target genes. For example, it is widely reported that pro-inflammatory genes are subject to repression by glucocorticoids, either by direct binding of the receptor to negative response elements (1), or by indirect binding to other transcription factors (trans-repression) (2–5).

Central to this thesis is the concept that the primary action for GR at a particular locus is either to repress or activate that gene. In contrast to this simple view, the response of some model systems to GR stimulation is known to be more complex. Rates of transcription for the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) promoter are quickly elevated by GR, reaching a maximum at 20 min after hormone treatment, then decreasing with equal rapidity to much lower levels (6, 7). Alternating levels of mature transcripts have also been reported for a number of GR-regulated genes in hippocampal cells (8). Furthermore, a cyclical transcriptional response to other steroid receptors has also been recently demonstrated in several model systems (9–11). To develop a more complete understanding of GR action, we have examined the genome-wide, time-dependent response of GR-regulated genes in two murine cell lines, a mammary cell line (3134) and a pituitary corticotroph (AtT-20). Microarray expression profiling of GR responsive genes was performed at several time points after hormone treatment, followed by quantitative-PCR (q-PCR) analysis of nascent transcripts for representative genes. We find that GR activation leads to a highly complex global response profile. The kinetic behavior of these genes can be classified in several patterns. Transcription rates for some genes are rapidly elevated and relatively quickly reach an induced level that remains stable over 24 h. A second class is rapidly induced, but rates of accumulation quickly return to low expression levels, in some cases not significantly higher than the uninduced rate of expression. For a third class, rates of induction develop more slowly but continue to increase throughout the induction period. Expression profiles for repressed genes are equally complex. One group of responsive genes is rapidly repressed relative to constitutive levels, while another group is rapidly activated.

Abbreviations: ChIP, Chromatin immunoprecipitation; dex, dexamethasone; GR, glucocorticoid receptor; GRE, glucocorticoid response element; hnRNA, heterogeneous nuclear RNA; MMTV, mouse mammary tumor virus; q-PCR, quantitative PCR; UTR, untranslated region.
tutive expression rates and remains suppressed for at least 24 h. In contrast, a second set of genes that is initially repressed returns to expression rates characteristic of untreated cells. Finally, a third group exhibits relatively slow but continuously decreasing pattern. One class of genes (D and J) is slowly and continuously repressed over the time period studied, whose RNA levels are repressed by dex treatment also show a time-dependent variation in the response pattern. The plots show normalized expression levels (see Materials and Methods for a detailed description). The red or blue curves indicate the average expression within each kinetic profile for the 3134 and AtT-20 cell lines, respectively. Replicate arrays were used at each time point. Three, four, and three arrays were used for the 1, 4, and 24-h time points, respectively, for 3134. Two arrays were used for the 2-, 4-, and 24-h time points for AtT-20.

We conclude that the cellular response to GR activation cannot be modeled in simplistic terms of gene repression or activation but must be understood in terms of a complex kinetic pattern of gene activity. The majority of GR-regulated genes respond to hormone treatment with a complicated expression profile, with activity levels varying in multiple ways at various times after the initiation of hormone action. Thus, it is inappropriate to consider genes as susceptible to “repression” or “activation.” Rather, the GR response is characterized by a multifarious response of hundreds of genes throughout the induction cycle. We propose that the net effect of hormone on cellular activity is orchestrated through a complex web of induction and repression events.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines

The 3134 cell line was derived by transformation of C127, originally isolated from a mammary adenocarcinoma tumor of the RIII mouse (12). This line is a subclone of 904.13 (13). The AtT-20 cell line is an anterior pituitary corticortroph of murine origin (ATCC). Both cell lines were maintained in DMEM (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gemini, Woodland, CA), 2 mM l-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, 5 mg/ml penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen), and kept at 37°C incubator with 5% CO₂. Cells were transferred to 10% charcoal-dextran-treated, heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum for 48 h before hormone treatment.

Microarray analysis of RNA expression

To analyze GR-responsive genes, RNA was extracted from cells either vehicle treated or treated with 100 nM dexamethasone (dex) for varying times. 3134 RNA for microarray analysis was prepared via standard manufacturer protocols (QIA-GEN, Inc., Valencia, CA) using cells resuspended in TRIZOL reagent (Invitrogen). Samples from dextreated cells (1, 4, and 24 h) were labeled with Cy3, and samples from untreated cells labeled with Cy5. Labeled cDNA samples were hybridized onto spotted oligonucleotide microarrays as described in Ref. 14. Microarrays with 70-mer oligonucleotide probe sets directed to 31,769 murine loci have been described previously (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence was scanned using a laser confocal scanner (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Images were analyzed using the ArraySuite 2.1 Extensions (Y. Chen, National Human Genome Research Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) on the IPLab program (Scanalytics Inc., Fairfax, VA) (15). Replicate microarrays were used for each time point: three, four, and three arrays for 1, 4, and 24 h, respectively. After preprocessing and normalization of log-transformed data, the zero-centered F test was applied to identify 965 differentially expressed genes with a P value less than 0.001. Similarly, RNA was harvested from the AtT-20 cell line after 0, 2, 4, or 24 h dex treatment. This RNA was subject to microarray analysis using Illumina bead microarrays (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). Replicate microarrays (two) were used for each time point. Raw bead array data were processed and normalized by the R packages “lumi” and “illuminaMousev1.” The class assignment of these responsive genes into the six kinetic categories was based on the following. Among the induced genes (mean log2 ratio of 3 time points >0), if the 24-h mean log2 ratio was within ±log2 (1.3) of the 4-h mean log2 ratio, then the gene was assigned to the plateau category. If the 24-h log2 ratio was more than or equal to (4 h log2 ratio) plus log2 (1.3), then the gene was considered continuously
induced. If the 24-h log2 ratio was less than (4 h log2 ratio) minus log2 (1.3), then the gene was considered transiently induced. Classification was performed similarly for repressed genes (mean log2 ratio of 3 time points) with the signs reversed. All analyses were performed with the R-statistical computing environment. The plots in Fig. 1 show normalized expression levels obtained as follows. The log ratios were converted back to fold scale, where one was used for 3134 0-h values. The fold-change time series data were divided by the gene-specific time average value for each gene. The red and blue curves indicate the average expression within each kinetic profile for the 3134 and AtT-20 cells lines, respectively.

**Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)**

ChIPs were performed as per standard protocols (Upstate Biotechnology Inc., Lake Placid, NY). Briefly, cells were treated with either vehicle or 100 nM dexamethasone for the indicated times. Cells were cross-linked for 10 min at 37 C in 1% formaldehyde, followed by a quenching step for 10 min with 150 mM glycine. Sonicated, soluble chromatin was immunoprecipitated with 5 μg of an antibody to the GR (BuGR2, ABR) or pol II (Kevin Gardner, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). DNA isolates from immunoprecipitates were used as templates for real-time q-PCR amplification. All ChIP experiments were performed at least two times.

Primer sequences for GR ChIP in 3134 are as follows: MMTV, forward TTTCCATAC-CAAGGAGGGACAGTG and reverse CT-TACTTAAGCCTTGGGAACCG; Ccl2, forward TGGTAACCACCAAGTGAGGAGATG and reverse TGGAACACAGCTGTTGCC; Mt2, forward CATAGCGAGGGACACAGAAG and reverse GGCAATGCTCTTGACTCTCATCC; SgkProx Prom, forward TCTAACTCGCCACCTCCTC and reverse CCAACTATCTCCGAGAACA; Sgk Distal, forward CTGCCTGTTACGACATGCTTG and reverse TGATCCTGGCAATCTGTGGCC; and Lcn2, forward TACACCTTGCCGACCCAG and reverse TGGGGAGGTTAGCAGACCT. Primer sequences used to detect pol II loading by ChIP are the same primers used to detect newly synthesized transcripts (see section below). All primer sequences are listed as 5’S to 3’S.

**q-PCR analysis of RNA**

RNA was extracted from cell lines via standard methods using TRizol reagent, and purified using RNeasy mini kits (QIAGEN). All RNA samples were treated with ribonuclease-free deoxyribonuclease (QIAGEN), and quality checked on 1% agarose gel. Reverse transcriptase of total RNA was performed with the Bio-Rad cDNA Synthesis Kit per the manufacturer’s instructions and analyzed by q-PCR using SyBr green (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA). Primer sequences were designed to amplify only nascent points <0) with the signs reversed. All analyses were performed with the R-statistical computing environment. The plots in Fig. 1 show normalized expression levels obtained as follows. The log ratios were converted back to fold scale, where one was used for 3134 0-h values. The fold-change time series data were divided by the gene-specific time average value for each gene. The red and blue curves indicate the average expression within each kinetic profile for the 3134 and AtT-20 cells lines, respectively.

**Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)**

ChIPs were performed as per standard protocols (Upstate Biotechnology Inc., Lake Placid, NY). Briefly, cells were treated with either vehicle or 100 nM dexamethasone for the indicated times. Cells were cross-linked for 10 min at 37 C in 1% formaldehyde, followed by a quenching step for 10 min with 150 mM glycine. Sonicated, soluble chromatin was immunoprecipitated with 5 μg of an antibody to the GR (BuGR2, ABR) or pol II (Kevin Gardner, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). DNA isolates from immunoprecipitates were used as templates for real-time q-PCR amplification. All ChIP experiments were performed at least two times.

Primer sequences for GR ChIP in 3134 are as follows: MMTV, forward TTTCCATAC-CAAGGAGGGACAGTG and reverse CT-TACTTAAGCCTTGGGAACCG; Ccl2, forward TGGTAACCACCAAGTGAGGAGATG and reverse TGGAACACAGCTGTTGCC; Mt2, forward CATAGCGAGGGACACAGAAG and reverse GGCAATGCTCTTGACTCTCATCC; SgkProx Prom, forward TCTAACTCGCCACCTCCTC and reverse CCAACTATCTCCGAGAACA; Sgk Distal, forward CTGCCTGTTACGACATGCTTG and reverse TGATCCTGGCAATCTGTGGCC; and Lcn2, forward TACACCTTGCCGACCCAG and reverse TGGGGAGGTTAGCAGACCT. Primer sequences used to detect pol II loading by ChIP are the same primers used to detect newly synthesized transcripts (see section below). All primer sequences are listed as 5’S to 3’S.

**q-PCR analysis of RNA**

RNA was extracted from cell lines via standard methods using TRizol reagent, and purified using RNeasy mini kits (QIAGEN). All RNA samples were treated with ribonuclease-free deoxyribonuclease (QIAGEN), and quality checked on 1% agarose gel. Reverse transcriptase of total RNA was performed with the Bio-Rad cDNA Synthesis Kit per the manufacturer’s instructions and analyzed by q-PCR using SyBr green (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA). Primer sequences were designed to amplify only nascent
RNA, using PCR amplicons that cross an exon/intron or untranslated region (UTR)/intron boundary. Primer sequences for q-PCR validation of expression microarray data are as follows.

Primer sequences for q-PCR characterization of nascent RNA in 3134 are as follows: Tgm2, forward TGTCACCAGGGATGAGAGACGG and reverse TCCAAATCACACCTCTCCAGGAG; Ampd3, forward AAG-GAGCTTGCAGAGCAGAAGTC and reverse CAGCTCCCTCAGGCTCACTT; Ccl7, forward CCGCTGCTTCCAGCATCAA and reverse GCCAAGCCGAAATGTGAGACTA; Dusp6, forward GTGGTGTTCTCCGGAAGATGAG and reverse TGCATGAGTACGGCCTACTT; and Ccl2, forward CTTTGAGTCCCCTTTCTACCTGC and reverse AGCACAGACCTCTCTTTGAGCTTG. Primer sequences for q-PCR characterization of nascent RNA in AtT-20 are as follows: Chst1, forward ATG-CAATGTTCTTTGGAAAGGT and reverse CTCCCTCACACAACCCTCT; Tr2, forward CAGGATGGCTTCCCTTCGACTCTT and reverse GCCATGTCTGGATCGCTCACAG; and Rgs4, forward GAGTGCAAAGGACATTACATC and reverse TTTTCCAACGAGTTCAACCAT. All primer sequences are listed as 5' to 3'.

Results

Genes sensitive to GR regulation

To identify genes that respond to GR stimulation, we performed microarray expression analysis with RNA isolated from the murine mammary adenocarcinoma cell line, 3134 (16). The 3134 cell line harbors an amplified array of MMTV reporter elements, allowing the direct visualization of GR binding to response elements in living cells (6, 17). AtT-20 is a pituitary corticotroph-derived cell line that has been used extensively as a model system to study glucocorticoid-signaling mechanisms along the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis (18). RNA was prepared from 3134 or AtT-20 cells either vehicle treated, or treated for various times with 100 nM dex. RNA from treated and untreated cells was differentially labeled and subjected to hybridization on murine microarrays (see Materials and Methods) to determine relative induction levels at various time points after hormone stimulation. As seen in Fig. 1, approximately 950 genes in 3134 (Fig. 1, A–F) and 714 genes in AtT-20 (Fig. 1, G–L) were found to be modulated by treatment with dex (the complete data set is presented in supplemental Tables 1 and 2, which are published as supplemental material).
supplemental data on The Endocrine Society's Journals Online web site at http://endo.endojournals.org, for 3134 and AtT-20, respectively. Surprisingly, the kinetic profiles for the responsive genes were quite complicated. A large set (n/100 in 3134 and n/292 in AtT-20) of loci is rapidly induced, and then remains at relatively constant levels of message accumulation over a 24-h period (Fig. 1, A and G). Although this was the expected pattern for GR induction, not all induced genes actually respond in this mode. A significant group of induced loci has rapidly elevated expression levels but then returns to relatively low levels of accumulated RNA (Fig. 1, B and H). A third group of genes is inefficiently induced, with RNA levels accumulating slowly but continuously over the 24-h induction period (Fig. 1, C and I).

The kinetic pattern for repressed genes is equally complex. One class of down-regulated genes is characterized by continuously decreasing levels of gene activity (Fig. 1, D and J). Two other types of repression patterns are evident in this data set. One group of loci includes genes that are rapidly repressed, then recover to levels equivalent to, or even greater than, expression levels in untreated cells (Fig. 1, E and K). A third group of genes is rapidly repressed, then remains at these repressed levels throughout the induction period (Fig. 1, F and L). Thus, the overall expression pattern for genes regulated by the GR is markedly complex, both for induced and repressed loci. A comparison of the GR-regulated genes between 3134 and AtT-20 underscores the cell type-specific nature of GR action (19). Despite the distinct sets of genes regulated in each cell line, the kinetic profiles of GR-regulated genes, as a whole, appear to be a conserved regulatory feature.

Kinetics of nascent RNA accumulation

The expression levels monitored in the microarray experiments represent concentrations of accumulated RNA that would result from regulation at multiple steps, including posttranscriptional mechanisms. To evaluate more clearly the contribution of transcriptional regulation to the observed expression profiles, we characterized the concentration of nascent RNA transcripts, in the 3134 cell line, for a series of genes representative of each expression class. These studies were also performed at a greater time resolution, monitoring RNA levels for each locus at 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h. In each case, nascent heterogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA) levels were measured by q-PCR, using primer pairs with one member internal to an exon and the second crossing the exon/intron boundary (20), thereby permitting the detection only of unprocessed, newly expressed transcripts (Fig. 2A).

**FIG. 4.** Time-dependent occupancy of RNA pol II at GR-regulated genes in 3134. Relative pol II occupancy at selected genes was determined by ChIP analysis and compared with levels of transcription. Values are presented as a loading ratio relative to the amount determined before hormone treatment. A, Tgm2: pol II occupancy (•) over a 24-h period of hormone treatment is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. B, Sgk: pol II binding (○) over 24 h hormone treatment is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. C, Mt2: pol II binding (↓) over 24 h hormone treatment is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. D, Glu: pol II binding (▲) over 24 h hormone treatment is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. E, Lcn2: pol II binding (●) over 24 h hormone treatment is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. F, Ccl2: pol II binding (●) over 24 h hormone treatment is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. G, Lcn2: pol II binding (▲, ●, •) over 24 h hormone treatment is monitored using multiple intron-exon primers across the transcribed locus and is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. H, Ccl2: pol II binding (●, •, ◊) over 24 h hormone treatment is monitored using multiple intron-exon primers across the transcribed locus and is compared with nascent RNA (---) levels. Error bars show the SD from the mean. ChIP q-PCR experiments represent at least two independent experiments (biological replicates) performed in duplicate (technical replicates). Primer locations are highlighted in the genomic structure diagrams for each locus.
Results from these experiments confirm that transcription rates represent a primary mechanism in generating the diversity of responses described in Fig. 1. Tgm2, Ampd3, Mt2, and Suox are examples of GR-induced genes whose transcripts transiently accumulate, followed by a marked loss of RNA levels (transient induction class). For these genes the nascent RNA transcripts follow a similar pattern (Fig. 2, B–E). We note that the pattern of the appearance of nascent RNA for these genes is remarkably similar to that described for the MMTV promoter (6, 7). The Sgk, Lcn2, and Glul genes are representative of the first induction class (rapid induction followed by plateau). For each of these loci, nascent RNA accumulates very rapidly, then remains at constant levels throughout the induction period (Fig. 2, F–H). In contrast, nascent transcripts for the Edn1 locus are rapidly induced and continue to increase over the induction period tested. Thus, this locus is representative of the third induction class (slow and continuous accumulation). Again, the rates of nascent RNA accumulation parallel the patterns seen for stable transcripts, implicating transcription as a major mechanism governing the behavior of this class. Similarly, for the repressed gene classes, transcription is a major contributor to the variation in repression behavior. Transcripts from the Ccl7, Aqp5, Zfp36L1, Ccl2, and Dusp6 genes are rapidly repressed but then recover to levels found in untreated cells (Fig. 3, A–D, transient repression class). In contrast, the Plk2 locus shows a rapid and sustained shutdown in levels of nascent RNA (Fig. 3H, rapid repression class), consistent with the findings observed for mature RNA levels (Fig. 1F). Finally, the Ube2c and Mthfd2 gene transcripts are slowly but continuously repressed (Fig. 3, F and G, gradual repression class), in agreement with the microarray expression data (Fig. 1D). We have also monitored nascent hnRNA levels for the Sgk, Glul, Tgm2, Sbp1, Ccl2, and Plk2 genes in the hepatocyte cell line, Hepa1c1c7 (supplemental Fig. S1). Consistent with the data obtained from the 3134 cell line, the rates of nascent RNA production in this cell line mirrors the expression patterns observed using microarrays.

To further associate transcription as the main contributor to the various expression profiles, we have monitored RNA pol II loading (using ChIP) at several 3134 GR-regulated genes (Fig. 4). RNA and chromatin were harvested at several time points after hormone treatment (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h). Expression and pol II ChIP profiling of six hormone induced or repressed genes [Tgm2 (A), Sgk (B), Mt2 (C), Glul (D), Lcn2 (E), and Ccl2 (F)], belonging to different kinetic categories, demonstrated that nascent RNA levels were coincident with levels of elongating transcripts, implicating transcription as a major contributor to the variation in repression behavior. The primers used to detect RNA pol II amplification regions that span intron-exon junctions, thereby allowing for the capture of elongating RNA polymerase as opposed to promoter bound polymerase. Pol II occupancy at the Lcn2 and Ccl2 loci was additionally monitored using three different primer sets that spanned various intron-exon junctions across each transcribed locus (Fig. 4, G and H). Each primer set provided a pol II loading profile that correlated with nascent RNA levels (Fig. 1F). Finally, the Ube2c and Mthfd2 gene transcripts are slowly but continuously repressed (Fig. 3, F and G, gradual repression class), in agreement with the microarray expression data (Fig. 1D). We have also monitored nascent hnRNA levels for the Sgk, Glul, Tgm2, Sbp1, Ccl2, and Plk2 genes in the hepatocyte cell line, Hepa1c1c7 (supplemental Fig. S1). Consistent with the data obtained from the 3134 cell line, the rates of nascent RNA production in this cell line mirrors the expression patterns observed using microarrays.

Results from these experiments confirm that transcription rates represent a primary mechanism in generating the diversity of responses described in Fig. 1. Tgm2, Ampd3, Mt2, and Suox are examples of GR-induced genes whose transcripts transiently accumulate, followed by a marked loss of RNA levels (transient induction class). For these genes the nascent RNA transcripts follow a similar pattern (Fig. 2, B–E). We note that the pattern of the appearance of nascent RNA for these genes is remarkably similar to that described for the MMTV promoter (6, 7). The Sgk, Lcn2, and Glul genes are representative of the first induction class (rapid induction followed by plateau). For each of these loci, nascent RNA accumulates very rapidly, then remains at constant levels throughout the induction period (Fig. 2, F–H). In contrast, nascent transcripts for the Edn1 locus are rapidly induced and continue to increase over the induction period tested. Thus, this locus is representative of the third induction class (slow and continuous accumulation). Again, the rates of nascent RNA accumulation parallel the patterns seen for stable transcripts, implicating transcription as a major mechanism governing the behavior of this class. Similarly, for the repressed gene classes, transcription is a major contributor to the variation in repression behavior. Transcripts from the Ccl7, Aqp5, Zfp36L1, Ccl2, and Dusp6 genes are rapidly repressed but then recover to levels found in untreated cells (Fig. 3, A–D, transient repression class). In contrast, the Plk2 locus shows a rapid and sustained shutdown in levels of nascent RNA (Fig. 3H, rapid repression class), consistent with the findings observed for mature RNA levels (Fig. 1F). Finally, the Ube2c and Mthfd2 gene transcripts are slowly but continuously repressed (Fig. 3, F and G, gradual repression class), in agreement with the microarray expression data (Fig. 1D). We have also monitored nascent hnRNA levels for the Sgk, Glul, Tgm2, Sbp1, Ccl2, and Plk2 genes in the hepatocyte cell line, Hepa1c1c7 (supplemental Fig. S1). Consistent with the data obtained from the 3134 cell line, the rates of nascent RNA production in this cell line mirrors the expression patterns observed using microarrays.

To further associate transcription as the main contributor to the various expression profiles, we have monitored RNA pol II loading (using ChIP) at several 3134 GR-regulated genes (Fig. 4). RNA and chromatin were harvested at several time points after hormone treatment (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h). Expression and pol II ChIP profiling of six hormone induced or repressed genes [Tgm2 (A), Sgk (B), Mt2 (C), Glul (D), Lcn2 (E), and Ccl2 (F)], belonging to different kinetic categories, demonstrated that nascent RNA levels were coincident with levels of elongating polymerase. The primers used to detect RNA pol II amplification regions that span intron-exon junctions, thereby allowing for the capture of elongating RNA polymerase as opposed to promoter bound polymerase. Pol II occupancy at the Lcn2 and Ccl2 loci was additionally monitored using three different primer sets that spanned various intron-exon junctions across each transcribed locus (Fig. 4, G and H). Each primer set provided a pol II loading profile that correlated with nascent RNA levels (Fig. 1F). Finally, the Ube2c and Mthfd2 gene transcripts are slowly but continuously repressed (Fig. 3, F and G, gradual repression class), in agreement with the microarray expression data (Fig. 1D). We have also monitored nascent hnRNA levels for the Sgk, Glul, Tgm2, Sbp1, Ccl2, and Plk2 genes in the hepatocyte cell line, Hepa1c1c7 (supplemental Fig. S1). Consistent with the data obtained from the 3134 cell line, the rates of nascent RNA production in this cell line mirrors the expression patterns observed using microarrays.

FIG. 5. Nascent RNA analysis of GR-regulated genes and time-dependent occupancy of GR binding sites in 3134. Relative GRE occupancy at selected genes was determined by ChIP analysis and compared with levels of transcription. Values are presented as a loading ratio relative to the amount determined before hormone treatment. A, MMTV promoter: GR occupancy (—) over a 4-h period of dexam treatment at the nucleus. B/C GRE (31): the extent of Pol2 (•) associated with MMTV reporter gene was assayed by ChIP analysis. B, Ccl2: GR binding (•) at the GRE (GRE position indicated by the gray box; see diagram of the genomic structure) is shown relative to nascent RNA (—) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. C, Lcn2: GR binding (•) at the promoter proximal GRE is compared with nascent RNA (—) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. D, Sgk-P: GR binding (•) at the proximal GRE is shown relative to nascent RNA (—) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. E, Sgk-D: GR binding (•) at the distal GRE is compared with nascent RNA (—) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. Error bars show the SD from the mean. ChIP q-PCR experiments represent at least two independent experiments (biological replicates) performed in duplicate (technical replicates).
over the following induction period. Because the MMTV locus is very well characterized, we know rigorously that the GRE at the MMTV locus represents the functional GRE. Importantly, the rate of transcription clearly does not rigorously correlate with the level of GR bound to the response element. Transcription rates have been measured for this locus by three independent methods, transcription run-on (23), level of GFP-Pol II on the promoter in living cells (6), and pol II ChIP analysis (7). These methods all show that transcription reaches a maximum at 20 min after induction, followed by a rapid down-regulation in transcription rate. Interestingly, this repression occurs despite high levels (see Discussion) of GR associated with the promoter, thereby suggesting that there is a disconnect between levels of GR occupancy at the MMTV promoter and rates of transcription, as measured by pol II ChIP or q-PCR assays measuring nascent transcripts. For the other genes examined (Figs. 5, B–E, and 6, A–D), GR site occupancy is mostly, but not always, correlated with nascent transcript levels. In 3134, for the proximal Sgk site (Fig. 5D) or the GR binding site at the Mt2 locus (data not shown), GR binding tracks quite closely with nascent transcript levels. However, for the distal Sgk site (Fig. 5E), GR occupancy shows a pronounced decrease early after hormone addition (2 h in 3134). Finally, for one of the repressed genes, Ccl2, the level of bound GR at the promoter proximal site (Fig. 5B) is completely uncoupled from the apparent rate of transcription, as estimated by nascent RNA levels. Similarly in ArT-20, the disconnect between GR occupancy and transcription is most evident at the distal Sgk site (at the 24 h time point, Fig. 6A), whereas other genes show GR occupancy paralleling nascent RNA levels (Fig. 6, B and C). For some loci studied, there is a small decrease in bound GR levels after 2 h (similar to that shown for MMTV and Lcn2; Fig. 5, A and C) that corresponds to the well-characterized down-regulation of GR protein levels during hormone stimulation (24, 25). However, this phenomenon cannot serve as the primary mechanism for GRE occupancy because the levels of GR associated with disparate sites vary in a pattern completely unlinked to overall intracellular levels of GR protein. Thus, the dramatic transitions that occur in primary transcription levels cannot be simply explained by variation in GR binding to promoter regulatory sites.

Discussion

Regulation of gene expression by the GR is a critical mechanism in mammalian homeostasis. This important signaling system

**FIG. 6.** Nascent RNA analysis of GR-regulated genes and time-dependent occupancy of GR binding sites in ArT-20. To evaluate more closely the transcriptional component of the complex regulatory profile, nascent transcripts were characterized for representative genes from different induction and repression classes. Nascent RNA levels were measured at multiple time points after induction by q-PCR analysis using primer pairs spanning intron/exon boundaries for each gene. Nascent transcript levels (●) were determined after hormone addition for members of the rapid induction class [Sgk-D (A)], continuously induced class [Ttr (B)], rapidly repressed class [Chst1 (C), and continuously repressed class [Rgs4 (D)]. Error bars show the SD from the mean. q-PCR experiments represent three independent experiments (biological replicates) performed in duplicate (technical replicates). Relative GRE occupancy at selected genes was determined by ChIP analysis and compared with levels of transcription. Values are presented as a loading ratio relative to the amount determined before hormone treatment. A, Sgk-D: GR binding (●) at the distal GRE is shown relative to nascent RNA (●) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. B, Ttr: GR binding (●) at the distal GRE is shown relative to nascent RNA (●) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. C, Chst1: GR binding (●) at the distal GRE is shown relative to nascent RNA (●) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. D, Rgs4: GR binding (●) at the distal GRE is shown relative to nascent RNA (●) levels over 24 h hormone treatment. Error bars show the SD from the mean. ChIP q-PCR experiments represent at least two independent experiments (biological replicates) performed in duplicate (technical replicates).

this phenomenon but also implicates transcription as the key mechanism governing this behavior. However, it does remain a formal possibility that alternate mechanisms such as the differential processing of unspliced message (hnRNA) might be a contributor to the complex kinetic profiles observed.

**Glucocorticoid response element (GRE) site occupancy during hormone treatment**

ChIP, coupled with high-density tiling of promoter regions, or with massive parallel sequencing (21, 22), permits the localization of DNA-binding proteins at specific sites throughout large regions of a genome. Using these approaches we have identified GR binding sites associated with many of the GR-responsive genes described in Figs. 1–4 (19). We sought to characterize GR interaction with these sites during the time line under study, by performing a quantitative ChIP analysis of a representative set of binding elements in both the 3134 (Fig. 5) and ArT-20 (Fig. 6) cell lines. As seen in Figs. 5 and 6, GR occupancy of the sites examined follows a complex and variable pattern (see Ref. 19 for location of binding elements). For the MMTV locus (Fig. 5A), GR binding increases for the first hour, then decreases gradually
serves to mediate a large variety of physiological changes, from rapid events such as the stress response, to longer-term processes such as circadian rhythm and organ development. In particular, glucocorticoids serve as major modulators of pro-inflammatory responses, and steroids designed to suppress these responses are among the most frequently prescribed medications available to the modern physician.

A large literature deals with the activation and suppression of responsive genes by GR, and detailed molecular models have evolved to account for selective action of the receptor. In general, these models describe mechanisms by which the receptor can either activate or repress a given gene locus. This unimodal view of GR regulation reflects the widely held concept that in a given tissue, and under a specific set of physiological circumstances, a set of genes can either be induced or repressed. In contrast to this view, a complex GR activation and repression profile was first reported for MMTV in 1994 (23). More recently, waves of GR-regulated gene expression have been described in hippocampal tissue slices (8).

Time-dependent responses for the genes described in this report can be classified in six categories (supplemental Fig. S2). The most abundant class for induced genes includes genes whose RNA levels are rapidly activated, and then remain at relatively unchanged levels for extended periods during the continuous presence of hormone (Fig. 1, A and G). The second most frequent class consists of genes that manifest continuously increasing levels of transcript (Fig. 1, C and I). Although each of these classes represents variations on the theme of transcriptional induction, the third class (transient induction; Fig. 1, B and H) is much more complex. The presence of a significant number of genes showing this type of regulation is quite unexpected. Importantly, variation in primary transcription rates must play a major role in the mechanisms governing these accumulation rates because the quantitative analysis of nascent transcripts associated with representative members of each class (Figs. 2, 3, 5, and supplemental Fig. S1) shows dramatic, time-dependent changes in the quantity of primary transcripts observed for a number of the genes.

The time-dependent behavior of repressed genes is also complex. This gene set can be arbitrarily organized in three groups (supplemental Fig. S2), rapid repression and plateau, slow continuous repression, and transient repression. These groups represent mirror images for the induced classes and further illustrate the complexity of the GR response.

A relatively straightforward interpretation of these response classes would invoke a time-dependent variation in receptor associated with critical response elements for a given gene. Under this model, GR levels found on the relevant GREs for a given gene should track roughly with the RNA output level for that locus. This model is apparently excluded for some of the gene responses described here. For the MMTV example (Fig. 5A), the amount of GR associated with the well-characterized GRE does not correlate well with the observed transcription rate. For this locus, actual rates of transcription have been measured both by run-on analysis (23) and by pol II levels found on the promoter (6), and these rates reach a maximum much earlier than promoter-associated GR levels. The behavior of this response class (represented by Tgm2, Ampd3, Mt2, Suox, and MMTV) is characterized by a rapid burst of transcription, followed by a "refractory" period of low transcription rates that are nonresponsive to further stimulation. Indeed, addition of fresh hormone (23, 26), or even transfection into the cell of new receptor (27), cannot overcome this refractory period. The level of receptor detected by ChIP analysis on a given site does not represent a "static" association of the factor with the template but rather reflects the equilibrium distribution of rapidly exchanging receptor at that site (see Refs. 28 and 29 for a complete discussion). Thus, the promoter moves through a series of programmed events, which in turn leads to constant modulation of promoter activity. A given gene can be alternately activated, or repressed, depending on the program encoded in the regulatory elements associated with that gene. Under this model for GR action, hormone modulation of gene activity is viewed as an ongoing, time-dependent process, rather than simple activation or repression events. In the constant presence of activating ligand, promoters are subject to a wide variety of specific regulatory responses. Current models for GR function focus heavily on the concepts of "trans" repression (30), with receptor acting in a non-DNA binding mode, whereas promoter activation is driven primarily through "cis-acting," direct DNA binding events. The results presented here show that receptor action on the global scale is much more complex. For the GR, we conclude that hormone action must be understood as the induction of a series of promoter-specific programs, which in turn produce the time-dependent accumulation of gene products that are appropriate for a given biological response.
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